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MINIMUM ORDER: 18 PACKS
(6 CARDS PER PACK, 108 CARDS TOTAL)
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614 - 01980 - 000
BIRTHDAY HUMOR

Some people here in [custom type] don’t think 
it’s necessary to act wild and party all night 
just to celebrate your birthday... You should 
avoid these people at all times! Happy Birthday

614 - 01981 - 000
BIRTHDAY HUMOR 

Here in [custom type] we’ve discovered the 
secret to a long life... Keep breathing as long as 
possible! Happy Birthday

614 - 01982 - 000
BIRTHDAY HUMOR

Thought you’d enjoy a birthday card from 
[custom type]... With a hot chick on it. 
Happy Birthday

614 - 01983 - 000
BIRTHDAY HUMOR

Happy Birthday from [custom type] I couldn’t 
decide what to stick in your card — cash or a 
gift card What are you looking in here for? I told 
you I couldn’t decide! Happy Birthday, again.

614 - 01984 - 000
BIRTHDAY HUMOR

Happy Birthday from [custom type] to someone 
who has it all... I’m so glad...because I didn’t get 
you anything! Happy Birthday

614 - 02000 - 001
BIRTHDAY GENERAL

Wishing a Happy Birthday from [custom type] 
to one of the nicest people in the world... You!!! 
Happy Birthday

614 - 02001 - 001
BIRTHDAY GENERAL

Birthday greetings from [custom type] to 
someone who is cute, sweet, intelligent, lovable 
& smart... We are so much alike! Happy Birthday!

614 - 02002 - 001
BIRTHDAY FRIEND

This birthday card from [custom type] will be 
opened by my best friend in the whole wide 
world... Told you so, didn’t I?! Happy Birthday

614 - 02003 - 001
BIRTHDAY FRIEND

Happy Birthday from [custom type] Your 
birthday is something special to me! It’s the day 
a friend was born! Happy Birthday
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614 - 02004 - 001
BIRTHDAY FRIEND

This isn’t one of those big, fancy birthday cards 
from [custom type] that comes with extra post-
age... It’s one of those plain cards that comes 
with extra love! Happy Birthday

614 - 02006 - 001
BIRTHDAY FRIEND

Happy Birthday from [custom type] Just 
remember that the older you get... The longer 
our friendship will have lasted. Happy Birthday

614 - 02008 - 001
BIRTHDAY GENERAL

From [custom type] Sending the greatest wish, 
the perfect wish, the nicest wish, by far... For 
a day that’s in every way as special as you are! 
Happy Birthday

614 - 02005 - 001
BIRTHDAY GENERAL

Sending Wishes from [custom type] ...for a 
birthday that’s just as wonderful as you!
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614 - 02100 - 000
HELLO FRIEND HUMOR

Hello from [custom type] Special friends are 
like rich, creamy chocolates... It’s what’s inside 
that makes them special!

614 - 02101 - 000
MISS YOU HUMOR

Here in: [custom type] Long time, no “c”. 
Miss you!

614 - 02102 - 000
THINKING OF YOU HUMOR

You’re all I think about here in [custom type] 
Well, I also think about chocolate quite a bit, 
but mostly you.

614 - 02103 - 000
LOVE HUMOR

I’m in [custom type] thinking about how from 
the moment I saw you, I knew... You were crazy 
about me!

614 - 02104 - 000
LOVE HUMOR

Here in [custom type]...I love you, I love you, 
I love you, I love you, I love you, I love you, I 
love... Forgive me if I sound like a broken record.

614 - 02105 - 000
LOVE HUMOR

Reminding you from: [custom type] that I’ve 
been crazy in love ever since I met you! Before 
that, I was just crazy.

614 - 02220 - 001
MISS YOU

If I could make just one wish from [custom 
type]... We’d be together now!

614 - 02221 - 001
MISS YOU HUMOR

I’m missing you every day in [custom type]... 
And I’m going to be very annoyed if you are not 
missing me, too.

614 - 02222 - 000
MISS YOU FRIEND

Hello from: [custom type] Good friends are 
worth hanging on to! Thanks for being one!
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614 - 02222 - 001
HELLO

Hello from [custom type]! Sending hugs... And 
lots of love!

614 - 02223 - 001
LOVE

Thinking of You from [custom type] Open 
this card only if you love me... Thanks! I love 
you, too!

614 - 02224 - 001
THINKING OF YOU

Here in [custom type] I only think of you 
once a day... Once a day, all day, every day!

614 - 02225 - 001
HELLO

Hello from [custom type] There is no special 
reason for this card. I just wanted to make 
sure you didn’t forget about me!

614 - 02226 - 001
LOVE 

Hello from [custom type]! Just a little reminder 
that... I love you!

614 - 02227 - 001
HELLO

Hello from [custom type]! Do you know why 
I thought of you today? ‘Cause I think of you 
every day!

614 - 02228 - 000
MISS YOU

I’m in [custom type] & I’m missing you... And 
I’m wishing you were here!

614 - 02228 - 001
THINKING OF YOU

Thinking of you here in [custom type] and 
just want to let you know... You’re very, very, 
very special!

614 - 02229 - 001
MISS YOU

By the time you get this card from [custom 
type]... I will have missed you that much 
more!!!
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614 - 02230 - 000
THINKING OF YOU

Sitting Here in [custom type] Do you know 
why I thought of you today? Because I think 
of you every day!

614 - 02230 - 001
LOVE

Hello from: [custom type] What do you call 
someone who loves you? Me!

614 - 02231 - 001
HELLO

Just wanted to say from...[custom type] Hi!

614 - 02232 - 001
MISS YOU

I’m here in [custom type] and you’re there! 
Any idea what that means? One of us is in 
the wrong place!

614 - 02233 - 000
LOVE

Someone Here in [custom type] Loves You 
‘Specially the someone who sent this card!!!

614 - 02254 - 000
HELLO

Missing You in [custom type] ...and hoping 
it won’t be long until we sit and chat and 
catch up.

614 - 02255 - 000
HELLO

Sending This from [custom type] ...just to 
say hello!

614 - 02256 - 000
HELLO

A Note from [custom type] ...just to let 
you know that thoughts of you are never 
far away.

614 - 02257 - 000
HELLO

The stars here in [custom type] are the 
same stars in your sky. And every one 
reminds me of you.
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614 - 02258 - 000
HELLO

I’m Here in [custom type] ...but my 
thoughts are with you.

614 - 02259 - 000
HELLO

Saying Hello from [custom type] Hoping 
all is wonderful with you.

614 - 02260 - 000
HELLO

Hey there! From [custom type] Hope the 
sun is shining and brightening up your day 
as much as thoughts of you brighten mine.

614 - 02261 - 000
HELLO (NEW JERSEY SPECIFIC) 

Hello from [custom type] A quick hello to 
let you know thoughts of you are never 
far away.

614 - 02311 - 000
HELLO

Saying hello from... [custom type] …and 
hoping you have an extraordinary day!

614 - 02312 - 000
HELLO

Hello from [custom type] Just wanted to 
say hi and let you know...you’re out of 
this world!

614 - 02313 - 000
HELLO

Sending a Sunny Hello from [custom type] 
Hope everything is looking good in your 
neck of the woods!

614 - 02314 - 000
HELLO

Can you hear me from [custom type]?
Just wanted to shout hello so you know 
you’re being thought of with a smile!

614 - 02315 - 000
HELLO

Hello from [custom type] Sending you 
sunshine and plenty of smiles!
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614 - 02316 - 000
HELLO

Dropping By to Say Hi from [custom type] 
Hoping it brightens your day...the way 
having a friend like you always  
brightens mine!

614 - 02317 - 000
HELLO

Sending You Sunshine from [custom type] 
A friend like you deserves a day full of fun 
and relaxation!

614 - 02318 - 000
THINKING OF YOU

Thinking of You, Friend, from [custom 
type] Sending good vibes and happiness...
because a friend like you deserves the  
very best!

614 - 02319 - 000
HELLO

Sending you a wish from... [custom type] 
…and hoping you know just how much it 
means to have a friend like you!

614 - 02320 - 000
HELLO

Greetings, Friend, from [custom type] 
Of all the beauty that exists in the world, 
nothing shines brighter than having a 
friend like you.

614 - 02321 - 000
HELLO

Hello to a great friend from... [custom 
type] Just sending you greetings and 
smiles from across the miles...because 
that’s what a friend like you deserves!

614 - 02322 - 000
HELLO

Hello from [custom type] Thinking of you 
with a wish that this message will put a 
bright smile on your face.

614 - 02323 - 000
HELLO

Hello from [custom type] Just wanted to 
drop by with a greeting for you — hope 
your day is full of fun...and maybe a little 
adventure, too!

614 - 02324 - 000
HELLO

Greetings to You from [custom type] 
Just wanted to say hello and let you know 
someone’s thinking of you!
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614 - 02325 - 000
HELLO

Just wanted to say hello from... [custom 
type] ...and wish you a bright and  
beautiful day!

614 - 02326 - 000
HELLO

Hello there! Greetings from [custom type] 
Wishing you a day full of bright smiles and 
smooth sailing!
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48Pockets
Comes packed
with 288 cards!

32-POCKET
PRE-PACKED SPINNER

614 - 00001 - 000

With 32 Units of 6 (192 Cards)

Spinner offset with free goods at MSRP.

TOTAL COST: $433.17

16” W · 72” H 16” W · 36” H

32-POCKET COUNTERTOP
PRE-PACKED SPINNER

614 - 00002 - 000

With 32 Units of 6 (192 Cards)

Spinner offset with free goods at MSRP.

TOTAL COST: $420.54

16.25” W · 72” H

48-POCKET
PRE-PACKED SPINNER

614 - 00003 - 000

With 48 Units of 6 (288 Cards)

Spinner offset with free goods at MSRP.

TOTAL COST: $629.56

32Pockets
Comes packed
with 192 cards!

32Pockets
Comes packed
with 192 cards!
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U N I T E D  S T A T E SU N I T E D  S T A T E S
TEL . :  800.654 .6960 | 732.662.6700TEL . :  800.654 .6960 | 732.662.6700

FA X :  866.981.0151 | 732.662.6701FA X :  866.981.0151 | 732.662.6701

W W W.DESIGNERGREETINGS.COMW W W.DESIGNERGREETINGS.COM

11 EXECUTIVE AVENUE,  EDISON, NJ 0881711 EXECUTIVE AVENUE,  EDISON, NJ 08817

C A N A D AC A N A D A
TEL . :  800.654 .6960TEL . :  800.654 .6960

FA X :  519.364 .4811FA X :  519.364 .4811

W W W.DESIGNERGREETINGS.CAW W W.DESIGNERGREETINGS.CA

190 EL IZ ABETH STREET EAST,  PO BOX 1030190 EL IZ ABETH STREET EAST,  PO BOX 1030

DURHAM, ONTARIO N0G 1R0DURHAM, ONTARIO N0G 1R0

RETAIL  VALUE :
$4 .99 US
$6.50 CA


